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Figure 2. Posteriors of our astrophysical EoR model (purple) and the Tanh EoR model (orange), recovered from the E-mode polarization
PS on large scales (2 6 ` 6 29; Planck Collaboration et al. 2019; grey circles shown in panel 1) and the upper limit on the neutral hydrogen
fraction at z ⇠ 5.9 (McGreer et al. 2015; grey shaded regions shown in panel 2a). The 14 to 86 (2.3 to 97.7) percentiles of (1) the E-mode
polarization PS and (2) the mean neutral hydrogen fraction evolution in the posteriors are presented using thick (thin) lines or dark
(light) shaded regions. PDFs of (2a) the neutral hydrogen fraction at z = 5.9 and (3) the Thompson optical depth are also shown for the
two MCMC results. Although the recovered PS and ⌧e are comparable between the two models, the astrophysical model (based on the
hierarchical structural growth) results in asymmetric EoR histories with tails towards high redshifts.

⌧e = 0.0556+0.0080
�0.0064 for the astrophysical model). However, we

note that the astrophysical model results in an asymmetric
PDF of ⌧e, with a tail extending towards high values.

The reason for this is apparent looking at the recovered
EoR histories in the bottom left panel. The two distributions
are comparable around the midpoint of reionization, where
a large fraction of the EE power is imprinted. However, the
astrophysical model (based on the growth of structure) re-
sults in asymmetric EoR histories with a tail towards higher
redshifts. For example, at z = 10, the astrophysical model
recovers x̄Hi ⇠> 0.849(1�), while the Tanh model recovers
x̄Hi ⇠> 0.925(1�). Thus, although the preference for a higher
median optical depth is reduced in Planck 2018 compared
to the 2015 data (see section 2.1.1), the natural shape of the
EoR history implied by the growth of structure does result
in a (modest) high-redshift tail.

3.3 Optical depth vs. power spectra

In the previous section we discussed how inference from the
Planck 2018 E-mode PS is a↵ected by the choice of EoR
models – Tanh and astrophysical. In this section, we only
use the astrophysical EoR model, and instead investigate the
impact of the choice of likelihood statistic – using the EE
PS directly vs using the ⌧e summary statistic. In addition to
the choice of CMB statistics, we also account for the (model
independent) upper limit on the neutral hydrogen fraction

at z ⇠ 5.9 from the dark fraction in QSO spectra (McGreer
et al. 2015) as well as the galaxy UV luminosity functions
(LFs) at z=6�10 from Bouwens et al. (2015, 2016); Oesch
et al. (2018); both of these independent data sets are in-
cluded as priors in the total likelihood, as described in Park
et al. (2019).

In Fig. 3, we show the marginalized posteriors for the
astrophysical parameters (panels in lower left corner), to-
gether with the corresponding: (1) EE PS; (2) EoR history;
and (3) ⌧e (upper right). We run three di↵erent MCMC sim-
ulations corresponding to di↵erent combinations of observa-
tional data sets used for the likelihood:

(i) DarkFraction LF, including high-redshift LFs and the
QSO dark fraction upper limit on x̄Hi(z = 5.9). This run
does not consider any CMB observations;

(ii) DarkFraction tau LF, based on DarkFraction LF, but
including an additional constraint on ⌧e = 0.0522± 0.0080,
which is taken from the TT+lowE reconstruction in Planck
2018 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2018) and was generated
using a Tanh basis set; and

(iii) DarkFraction EE LF, based on DarkFraction LF,
but also forward-modelling the low-` E-mode PS using
class (Lesgourgues 2011) and includes the low-` EE like-
lihood from Planck 2018 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2019).
These are our “flagship” constraints.

Looking at the posterior of DarkFraction LF, we see
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Until	recently,	the	timing	of	the	EoR	was	fairly	uncertain…
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Figure 10. Comparison with reionization by faint galaxies. Left: In turquoise we plot x̄HI(z) from Finkelstein et al. (2019)
who explore reionization dominated by MUV> �15 galaxies with steep faint-end slopes (↵ < �2) and the highest fesc occurring
in the least massive galaxies by integrating down to MUV = �10. In gold we plot x̄HI(z) from Ishigaki et al. (2018) who assume
a constant fesc and ↵UV < �2 to find fesc= 17% and MUV(trunc) = �11 in order to complete reionization by z = 6. Both these
models ionize a large volume of the universe at early times, in tension with Ly↵ damping wing constraints (green stars and
pentagons). On the other hand, the shallower faint-end slopes (↵UV> �2) and fesc distributions highly skewed toward bright
galaxies in our models ensure rapid, late reionization (purple curves). Right: Assuming Schechter parameters from Finkelstein
et al. (2019), a constant fesc across all galaxies, and ⇠ion from this work, we show the likelihood of various combinations of
fesc and MUV-truncation arising from the constraints in §2.3. When the ionizing emissivity is dominated by faint galaxies
(MUV> �15), even with very low fesc, early reionization occurs, and such scenarios are disfavored compared to those starring
brighter galaxies.

with two sources in a sample of seven showing blue
wings despite a highly neutral IGM (e.g., Mason et al.
2018). We speculate these galaxies are oligarchs with
high escape fractions that are able to carve out their
own ionized bubbles perhaps allowing for their whole
line profiles (including blue wings and peaks) to es-
cape unattenuated by neutral gas. The lower luminosity,
low fesc sources have narrow, less complex Ly↵ profiles
that are perhaps truncated by the neutral gas surround-
ing them. High-resolution (R > 4500) Ly↵ surveys
with well-defined selection and completeness functions
at z ⇠ 0� 6 will help test if these complex Ly↵ profiles
that have been linked to ionized channels and thus LyC
fesc (Vanzella et al. 2019; Rivera-Thorsen et al. 2019;
Herenz et al. 2017) grow more common with redshift
and with galaxy properties like ⌃SFR. Since we do not
expect fesc to evolve appreciably between z ⇠ 6 � 8 as
⌃SFR flattens (Figure 5), such a survey can be limited
to z < 6 where the IGM transmission is higher and Ly↵
is easily observable.
Another intriguing observation is that of an overden-

sity of 17 HST dropouts at z ⇠ 7. In an extremely
long integration (22.5 hrs on VLT/VIMOS), Castellano

et al. (2018) find Ly↵ emission arising only from three
UV-bright galaxies among the dropouts while all their
faint galaxies are undetected in Ly↵ despite Ly↵ EWs
generally anti-correlating with brightness. We speculate
the bright oligarchs with high fesc have reionized their
immediate surroundings rendering them transparent to
Ly↵ while the fainter sources lie just outside these ion-
ized bubbles. With JWST ’s planned censuses at high-z
more such ionized overdensities at z > 6 will come into
view and deep follow-up spectroscopy that reveals fea-
tures of LyC fesc (e.g., multi-peaked Ly↵) will help test
if they are indeed powered by oligarchs.
Our proposed scenario also has strong implications for

the topology of reionization, with the distribution of
ionized bubble sizes and the patchiness resulting from
our model likely lying somewhere intermediate between
AGN-driven reionization (e.g., Kulkarni et al. 2017)
and reionization by widely distributed, numerous faint
sources (e.g., Geil et al. 2016). Upcoming 21cm surveys
will provide a strong test of this prediction (e.g., Hutter
et al. 2019a,b; Seiler et al. 2019). Our empirical model
also tracks the spatial distribution of galaxies and this
information can be coupled with models for fesc to pro-
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Figure 10. Constraints on the EoR history, including all of the above-mentioned observational priors: (i) the dark fraction (McGreer et al. 2015), (ii) CMB
optical depth (Planck Collaboration XLVII 2016); (iii) Ly↵ fraction evolution (Mesinger et al. 2015); (iv) LAE clustering (Ouchi et al. 2010; Sobacchi &
Mesinger 2015); (v) damping wing in ULAS J1120+0641 (Greig et al. 2016a); (vi) patchy kSZ (George et al. 2015). In order to aid the visual representation
of the respective constraints we present the 2� contours for the CMB optical depth and the patchy kSZ signal as the boundaries of the 1� limits are masked
by the constraints from the combined EoR history (c.f. Figs. 4 and 9). For all other observations we present the 1� limits and constraints.

Figure 11. Parameter constraints corresponding to Fig. 10. As in Fig. 4, the
dashed blue curve in the bottom right panel shows the marginalised 1D PDF
for Tmin

vir
, but narrowing the adopted range for a flat prior on the ionising

efficiency to 0 < ⇣ < 100 (arguably a more plausible range).

sources, Tmin

vir ; and (iii) the typical horizon for ionising photons
through the ionised IGM, Rmfp. Although these “effective” model
parameters average over redshift and halo mass dependence, they
provide an exhaustive, physically-intuitive basis set of EoR histo-
ries.

We systematically fold-in EoR observations, highlighting

Figure 12. Marginalised 1D PDFs for ⇣ / fesc (top / bottom axis) obtained
from the Gold Sample. The red curve corresponds to our fiducial flat prior
over 104 < log(Tmin

vir
/K) < 5⇥105, while the blue curve corresponds to

the empirically-motivated narrower range of 104 < log(Tmin

vir
/K) < 105.

This figure highlights that model-dependent priors on EoR parameters can
help exclude regions of parameter space with strong degeneracies, resulting
in tighter parameter constraints.

their individual impact. These include: (i) the optical depth to the
CMB; (ii) the dark fraction in the Lyman ↵ and � forests; (iii) the
redshift evolution of galactic Ly↵ emission (so-called “Ly↵ frac-
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Figure 7. New measurements of G�� (orange stars) compared to values derived from other studies. All error bars and upper limits correspond to 1f. The 68
and 95 percent confidence intervals on the reionization history are shaded in grey, calculated from Planck Collaboration et al. (2016) CMB optical depth and
dark pixel fraction constraints (Mason et al. 2019b). The grey stars represent inferred G�� values using the same Bayesian analysis as this work (Mason et al.
2018, 2019a; Hoag et al. 2019). Note the point from the previous analysis (Hoag et al. 2019) at the same point as this work but with larger error bars. Other data
points are from a related inference method which incorporates the evolution of the LyU luminosity function (Morales et al. 2021), the clustering of LAEs as
squares (Ouchi et al. 2010; Sobacchi & Mesinger 2015), LyU and LyV forest dark pixel fraction in circles (McGreer et al. 2015), and diamonds representing
quasar damping wings (Davies et al. 2018; Greig et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2020).

• We find no significant evidence of a di�erence between the faint
I ⇠ 6.0 reference sample and those of the two higher redshift samples
based on V slope and "��. This result comes from comparing the UV
V slope and the "�� distributions of the three samples using a Monte
Carlo method to account for uncertainties in the %(I) distributions
for individual LBG candidates.

• Inclusion of the Fuller et al. (2020) sample of I ⇠ 6.0 galaxies
yields the same neutral fraction at I ⇠ 7.6 as the analysis using
only the De Barros et al. (2017) sample at I ⇠ 6.0, but with a 14%
reduction in uncertainty. In this work, we infer a G�� of 0.83+0.08

�0.11,

compared to G�� = 0.83+0.09
�0.13 without using the faint sample.

• We place an upper limit on G�� at I ⇠ 6.7 of 0.25 within 68 %
uncertainty and 0.44 within 95 % uncertainty. These two results are
consistent with other studies at similar redshifts and implies rapid
reionization.

• Incorporating low-luminosity galaxies yields a higher precision
on the neutral fraction at I ⇠ 7.6 than other studies at similar redshift.
We are probing typical galaxies during the EoR, as faint galaxies
exist in much higher numbers than their bright counterparts. Our G��
reflects a globally-averaged neutral fraction derived from multiple
sightlines.

Over the next few years, we plan to take follow-up spectroscopic
observations with Keck, JWST, and ALMA, to target other nebular
emission lines such as [CII] and CIII] in the LBG candidates in these
datasets. Once precise redshifts are conclusively determined, the
statistical power of this work will dramatically improve by removing

impurities and no longer requiring cuts on the integrated %(I). With
future larger samples, especially at I � 7, this method is promising
for the measurement of G�� over many EoR redshifts to constrain a
detailed timeline of cosmic history during reionization.
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total	sample	>40	spectra	probing	forest	at	5<z<6.4	

Game	changer:		XQR-30	
	super	high-quality	QSO	spectra	at	z=5.8-6.6	using	X-Shooter	on	VLT

Bosman+2022

D’Odorico+2023



Movie	credit:	Y.	Qin

Forward	modeling:	Lyα	forest	+	UV	LFs	+	CMB	τ

Lyα

Lyα	opacity	CDF

UV	LFs

CMB	EE	PS

Qin,	AM+,	in	prep



Joint	fit	over	all	redshift	bins!		No	recalibration	at	each	redshift,	hyperparameters,	removing	mean	flux,	ad-hoc	tuning	/	
effective	parameters,	artificially	scaling	mfp	or	emissivity	vs	z,	etc.

Qin,	AM+	in	prep
Forest	τeff	distributions



Average	IGM	properties

				
								
																																									

																																											
																																											

Qin,	AM+	in	prep

None	of	these	data	points	are	used	in	
the	likelihood!

Consistent	with	data	and	IGM-
parameter	studies



Inferred	EoR	history

Qin,	AM+	in	prep

τe+UV	LF

None	of	these	data	points	are	used	in	the	likelihood!



Inferred	EoR	history

Qin,	AM+	in	prep
None	of	these	data	points	are	used	in	the	likelihood!

Lyα	forest	+	τe	+	UV	LF

							

																			

						

							

																			
							

																			

							

																			

τe+UV	LF

							

																			
							

																			



Inferred	EoR	history

Qin,	AM+	in	prep
None	of	these	data	points	are	used	in	the	likelihood!

							

																			

						

							

																										

																			
							

																			

							

																			

							

																			



Which	galaxies	reionize	the	Universe?

ΔMuv	~	2-3	model-to-model	scatter	in	
inferred	galaxy	contribution	to	EoR

all	models	agree	that	the	escape	
fraction	has	to	decrease	with	mass	

Qin,	AM+	in	prep



Inferred	EoR	history

Qin,	AM+	in	prep
None	of	these	data	points	are	used	in	the	likelihood!

							

																			

						

							

																			
							

																			

							

																			

							

																			

							

																			

Constraints	on	the	early	EoR	stages	are		
more	model-dependent	(e.g.	molecular-cooled	galaxies?)

							

																			



Unfortunately,	the	Lyα	forest	does	not	have	
the	dynamic	range	to	probe	EoR	morphology

Qin+2021

We	need	other	probes	to	understand	morphology…
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during	reionization,	cosmic	HI	patches	absorb	
Lyα	photons	in	the	damping	wing	of	the	line

Lyman	alpha	from	galaxies	is	a	great	tool	to	
study	EoR	topology	NOW

AM+2015

Ionization	morphology	allows	us	to:	
• confirm	which	galaxies	drive	reionization	
• connect	the	growth	of	individual	cosmic	HII	regions	to	the	properties	of	galaxies	inside	them	
• connect	the	JWST-detectable	galaxies	to	the	thousands	of	surrounding	galaxies	too	faint	to	detect



Exciting	recent	observations	of	galaxy	groups
A&A proofs: manuscript no. Ionised_bubbles

Fig. 5. Similar to Fig. 4, but for spectroscopically confirmed galaxies around JADES-GS-z7-LA, the extreme z = 7.276 LAE (Saxena et al. 2023b).
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⌘
= fesc, Ly↵ , (1)

where fesc, Ly↵ is inferred from the Ly↵/H↵ ratio and repre-
sents the observed fraction of Ly↵ photons intrinsically pro-
duced in H ii regions (Saxena et al. 2023a). We thus approximate
all Ly↵ flux has the same velocity whereas in reality, the line is
broadened. We expect this approximation to be reasonably ac-
curate, however, as additional absorption of photons bluewards
of the peak wavelength is balanced by enhanced transmission of
their red counterparts, particularly when the intrinsic line profile
(i.e. before, or in the absence of, IGM attenuation) has a domi-
nant, asymmetric redshifted peak (as seen at lower redshift; Ap-
pendix A). We note that current observations prevent an accurate
measurement of the intrinsic line width: our observed line pro-
files are only marginally resolved at a resolution of R ⇠ 1000,

typically spanning only a few spectral channels in the first place
(see Saxena et al. 2023a), while the exact spectral resolution of
the NIRSpec micro-shutters is dependent on the (unknown) mor-
phology of the Ly↵ emission (de Graa↵ et al. 2023).

This method e↵ectively provides a lower limit to the ionised
bubble size, since the number of Ly↵ photons that travel through
the IGM towards our line of sight is further lowered by any ad-
ditional absorption or loss of photons that can be attributed to
(i) dust within the interstellar medium, (ii) an IGM infall ve-
locity (discussed above), (iii) a higher residual neutral fraction
within the bubble, or (iv) resonant scattering on the scales of
the circumgalactic medium (CGM) that extend outside the NIR-
Spec micro-shutter. Each of these e↵ects would require an even
larger ionised region to reconcile the observed Ly↵ flux with the
intrinsic Ly↵ production via recombinations probed by the H↵
flux, the two components that enter into the Ly↵ escape fraction
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e.g.	Tilvi+20;	Endsley	&	Stark	22;	Jung+22;	Saxena+23;	Whitler+23;	Hayes	&	Scarlatta	23;	Umeda+23;	Witstock+24



Analysis	of	surrounding	HII	morphology	is	very	approximate	/		qualitative…	
• typically	observed	galaxies	are	treated	individually?!?	(HII	regions	come	from	the	cumulative	radiation	of	
thousands	of	fainter	galaxies)	

• assume	uniform	reionization?!?	(reionization	is	patchy	->	scatter	and	bias	e.g.	AM	&	Furlanetto	08)	
• ignores	or	simplifies	many	sources	of	stochasticity	when	assuming	intrinsic	emission?!?	(e.g.	see	Ivan’s	
talk)	

but…

Exciting	recent	observations	of	galaxy	groups
e.g.	Tilvi+20;	Endsley	&	Stark	22;	Jung+22;	Saxena+23;	Whitler+23;	Hayes	&	Scarlatta	23;	Umeda+23;	Witstock+24



New	frameworks	for	studying	EoR	
topology	using	galaxy	“groups”

in	collaboration	with	Ivan	Nikolić	(SNS),	Ting-Yi	Lu	(DAWN),	Charlotte	Mason	(DAWN)	



Inferring	bubbles	around	galaxies
GOAL:		Infer	the	position	and	size	of	an	HII	region,	given	galaxy	observations	

P(𝒪, Rb |xi, f i
α(λ), Mi

uv, z)

Nikolić,	AM+	in	prep



Inferring	bubbles	around	galaxies
GOAL:		Infer	the	position	and	size	of	an	HII	region,	given	galaxy	observations	

P(𝒪, Rb |xi, f i
α(λ), Mi

uv, z)

Forward	model	sources	of	stochasticity:	
• global	neutral	fraction	
• surrounding	patchy	EoR	topology	
• galaxy	location	
• Muv	
• Lyα	intrinsic	flux	(Δv,	EW)	
• NIRSpec	noise

Nikolić,	AM+	in	prep



Inferring	individual	bubbles	around	galaxy	groups

Nikolić,	AM+	in	prep
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Inferring	individual	bubbles	around	galaxy	groups
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Inferring	individual	bubbles	around	galaxy	groups
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Inferring	individual	bubbles	around	galaxy	groups
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Inferring	individual	bubbles	around	galaxy	groups
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Inferring	individual	bubbles	around	galaxy	groups

Nikolić,	AM+	in	prep



How	many	galaxies	are	needed?

Nikolić,	AM+	in	prep



How	many	galaxies	are	needed?
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How	many	galaxies	are	needed?

Nikolić,	AM+	in	prepFRESCO	observations	of	GOODS



How	many	galaxies	are	needed?
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How	many	galaxies	are	needed?
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Conclusions

• We	are	finally	nailing	down	the	timing	of	(the	second	half	of)	reionization,	largely	thanks	to	high	quality	
Lyα	forest	data:		
(i)	ends	at	z~5.4	with	midpoint	at	z	~	7	-	7.5	
(ii)	reionization	is	driven	by	faint	galaxies,	with	>50%	of	the	ionizing	photons	sourced	by	Muv	>	-12	—	
-15	galaxies	

• Lyα	from	galaxies	can	map	local	reionization	topology	during	early	EoR	allowing	us	to	connect	galaxy	
properties	to	local	HII	environment	
(i)	Bayesian	inference	of	HII	bubbles	is	possible	with	~6x10-3	galaxies		cMpc-3	
(ii)		including	a	prior	on	the	intrinsic	spectrum	(fescα)	can	lower	requirement	to	~3x10-3	galaxies		cMpc-3	
(iii)	asymmetry	of	large-scale	Lyα	EW	maps	can	find	edges	of	bubbles	(stay	tuned	for	Ting-Yi’s	talk)	


